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CARL fogarty GUEST EDITOR
Foggy’s at the helm this month!
FRONT ROW

We’ve spotted a new trend; if your picture
appears in Front Row you’ll probably
get a podium in the next few weeks so
apologies to those we couldn’t fit in!
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What’s going on in the world of racing...
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race series explained

The beautiful Aprilia 450 - far too good for
just teenagers to race!

Dainese d-store

The Manchester Dainese team invited us
in to talk about sponsored riders, clever
leathers and the TT.
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rick olson GUEST column
Rising Australian star Rick reports in from
‘Down Under.’
flashback wsbk
Foggy’s favourite races from the past - not
surprisingly he features pretty strongly
in them!
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Nicky Hayden motogp
Winner of Ducati’s first podium of the
season, Nicky spills the beans on the bike
and on being Rossi’s team mate.
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Best of British motogp
Racer caught up with the Brit 125 quartet
after Jerez to get their feedback on being
on the world stage.

73 knockhill circuit breaker

Niall Mackenzie on how to crack a fast lap
at Scotland’s famous circuit.
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Spanish grand prix motogp
Our round up of the fun and games at
Jerez.
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Castrol Honda WSBK
We go behind the scenes and find out
what makes the team tick.
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Jonathan Rea WSBK
Jonny Rea talks to Racer about the Honda,
the Ten Kate team and the allure of
MotoGP.
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ruben xaus WSBK
Racer talks to Xaus about getting older,
the BMW and the switch to Castrol Honda.
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bsb season preview

Our guide to the teams and riders to
watch out for this season.

road racing season
preview
ducati 848 evo

JHP Racing talk us through how they’ve
prepped the new EVO for the Ducati 848
Challenge race series.

jenny tinmouth

guest column
The first woman ever in BSB is taking it all
in her stride. We love you Jenny!

the state of ama

DMG controversially took over the
management of the American race series
two years ago. Racer investigates the
outcome.

eric bostrom ama
Eric’s unexpected retirement and
subsequent comeback had us intrigued so
we tracked him down…
tuition

Never raced? Wanna try? Check out the
novice weekend.

getting technical:
suspension

Part one of our guide to the black art of
setting up suspension.

Racer reports from Donington and Assen.

What’s going on between the hedges (and
lampposts) in 2011.
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Our pick of products new and old.
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Please keep that feedback coming!
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